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Technical Field 

The technical fields are programming and creative design for non-linear, interactive 
media. 

Background Information 

This project’s mechanic was born from an hour of necessity and a strong desire for 
adaptive play and creative use of a common feature. Handful of games have a similar save 
mechanic that changes gameplay each play-through but this mechanic is intended to expand on 
that concept and manipulate all levels of gameplay. 

The setting of the game was inspired from a podcast called “Welcome to Night Vale”, 
which is narrated by a radio host who describes odd and terrible events that take place in a 
“quiet” desert town. The mechanic seemed to fit with the idea of a strange and secretive town, 
filled with dark forces and the occasional “hovering bathroom cat”. The game focuses on 
exploration and uncovering the strange world while the mechanic gives meaning and 
consequence to each death and reload, allowing the gamer to not only experience something 
(potentially) new each time but also manipulate the world with a simple set of tasks and a quick 
reload. 
 



Prior Art 
 

Prior art to Oddity includes mainly big media point and click and adventure games, some of 
which are the following. 

 

   

 
 

 



Project Description 

This project expands on the save feature used within games by implementing a peripheral 
save feature (shadow save) that saves triggered events and context triggers, real time within the 
game and uses these triggers to manipulate NPCs, game events and other features within the 
game after the player reloads to a previous save point. 

Innovation Claim 

To further immerse the player, the dialogue and story is broken down to adapt as 
themselves or a character using shadow saves within the game. Each character (including the 
player) has its own dialogue and story within the game that can be researched and/or ignored to 
the player’s whim. 

Usage Scenario 

 All text throughout the game that the player has for conversation options lack specific  
“how’s” and “assignments” to further allow the player to be placed in the shoes of the main 
protagonist. For example, when talking to the clerk, instead of “I would like my room card 
please” it is “Ask the man for a room.” or “Rudely demand a key.” This allows the player to 
imagine what they would say that’s aligned to the option chosen.  

 An example with the npcs is that their dialogue changes and actions all vary depending 
upon what occurs in the world, as well as what the player does. If the player is rude to the 
inspector when he is asking for an interview, he will remember this and comment about it later. 
This is unlike typical morale systems, as the actual dialogue and actions of the characters change 
fluidly throughout the game during interaction.  

Evaluation Criteria 

The following questions will identify the successful completion of the project. 

1. Does this project have fully fleshed out dialogue documents with changing dialogue and 
variables for each action the player does? 

2. Does this project have a functioning “Shadow-Save” feature that will keep track of 
variables activated by the player without them having to save their progress and influence 
a save file related to shadow-saved actions? 

3. Does this project have character art and animations that portray and relay the emotions 
felt in the dialogue? 

4. Does this project have a basic story board for events, mysteries, triggers and plot? 

5. Does this project have functioning mechanics that allow for basic game functions? 



6. Does this project have a traversable world and NPC inhabitants that are interact-able?  

7. Does this project have functioning AI and adaptive “shadow-save” trigger checking? 

Objectives and Tasks Associated with the Project 

List of high-level objectives needed to complete this project. 

1) Create a functioning save and shadow-save system and all relevant triggers or adaptive 
system that allows for an easy edit of triggers and trigger checking. 
a) Make sure multiple saves can created and used. 

i) Save states were created, however shadow saves had to be put off due to 
complications via a new system.  

b) Make sure the shadow-save only affects save files that share the same progressive 
storyline and doesn’t influence other save files not related to the character shared in other 
save files. 
i) When shadow saves existed, they successfully remembered the variables used in each 

dialogue and choice scene, allowing the characters to adapt. This feature was put on 
hold, however. 

c) Make sure that the dialogue and action choices made by the player are created and used 
for shadow save functionality 
i) All dialogue samples and excel spreadsheets were created with shadow saves in mind. 

All that is needed is implementation once the new system is finished. 
2) Create characters, world and basic AI and controls to allow a player to navigate and interact 

in this project’s virtual world. 
i) This has been completed, allowing the player to interact with objects within a puzzle, 

as well as dialogue scenes with characters.  
3) Create a basic storyline and possible conclusion(s) to the game to allow for a possible end-

game scenario. 
i) The scope was limited to the hotel scene and nothing more.  

4) Test game extensively to identify, remove and/or repair glitches or unwanted trigger effects 
within the game before declaring a “finished project”. 

i) Game has been tested numerous times through an entire semester, however other 
individuals did last semester testing, not myself. The current demo, while not 
complete, demonstrates the innovative works without any bugs ruining the 
experience.  

 

 
 



Description of Design Prototype  

The prototype currently spawns the player in the correct area upon the bus crashing near 
the hotel. It sets the stage for the story to begin, giving the player free reign without explanation 
to explore the world as any new person would. Most of the interactions are only centered around 
day 1, focused around getting your room key. There is a single puzzle involving manipulating 
paintings and objects to find a way out of the hotel. As the hotel staff is keeping you inside due 
to strange reasons. Dialogue between npcs, as well as the basic puzzle, show the innovation ideas 
that will be more fleshed out within the final game.  

Evaluation Plan 

The team had meetings each week, not just for scrum, but full on discussions on features 
and implementation. The team usually held these on Fridays within a classroom on the second 
floor of the school. I was present to expand ideas, but also limit things to the scope of the project. 
Each meeting was focused on a single step, from only discussing the doll lady’s quest, to only 
discussing the puzzle implementation.  

Team members discussed any errors and bugs/problems they had during these meetings, 
which allowed the rest of the team to provide input or assistance with them when fixing things 
up. Online students within the group also participated, although communication with them was 
occasionally rough due to internet connection and timing.  

Once the team members had their plan, all members went to the commons and worked 
the rest of the day, as well as continued communing until the work day was over. Sadly, the 
communication with the team simply ended on Fridays, as the rest of the week was spent 
working on other projects or smaller things on the project.  

 

Project Completion Assessment 

The current prototype demonstrates most of the innovations, however the lack of 
communication (as I was not in the studio production class in the last semester during heavy 
development) limited how much work I could influence within the final stages of 
implementation. Despite this setback, the prototype shows off the dialogue system, world 
interaction system, cursor changing, and puzzle implementation that drove the flow of the game.  

When the dialogue system was re-worked by the more experienced programmer, it threw 
a wrench into development while assisting the overall game. On one hand, the system was better 
aimed for anyone to edit and create their own dialogue trees for the characters. On the other 
hand, it made all the dialogue files previously obsolete and nobody worked on reformatting them 
to the new game. This made the original files not used for the current prototype, however the 
files are still on the drive and can be edited later in production. 



Sadly, I did not learn anything from this experience because it is the same problem that 
seems to occur through most projects I am involved with. I do the best I can to enact 
communications and passion within the team, but many people simply do not have the same 
drive that I have. While that may sound very boasting of myself, there is only so much one 
person can do to get the rest of the team working on something besides moving on.  

 
Appendices 

All assets were created by the team and no outside appendices were used for the development 
of Oddity.  

A link to the current build is here: http://www.odditygame.com/  

 

http://www.odditygame.com/

